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LIBBY and Sam Bleakly, phenomenal success, overnight.

“Everyone can have a turn at success!”
THE RISE TO FAME OF BREEDERS LIBBY AND SAM BLEAKLY
LIBBY and Sam Bleakly of Highden Park Stud in Palmerston North, New Zealand, have enjoyed an
incredible last year. They have been going from milestone-to-milestone, reports GRAEME KELLY.
Premier Yearling Sale at Karaka in 2018 had yielded
$1.9m.

It all began on December 10, 2017 at Waipukurau
when Cornerstone, by Road to Rock, registered their
first win as owners and breeders. Within a matter of
hours Beauty Generation, who had been in Highden
Park’s draft to the 2014 New Zealand Bloodstock
Select Yearling Sale, won the HKJC Hong Kong MileGr.1 at the International Race Day at Sha Tin.

“We knew we had a nice draft of horses but we were
blown away by how well they were received,” Libby
said. “It was totally unexpected.

This upward trend gathered further momentum on
March 18, 2018 when the Nom de Jeu gelding Ping
Hai Star, a member of the farm’s 2015 draft, won the
HKJC Hong Kong Derby-HK.1.

“Looking back we think what has been happening during the past few years is the culmination of a lot of
hard work. There has been a lot of reputation building
and we are finding that people are buying from us year
-after-year.

That was followed on July 13 by the announcement
that Beauty Generation, who had added the HKJC
Stewards’ Cup-Gr.1 on February 25 and Champions
Mile-Gr.1 in April 29 to his resume, was Hong Kong’s
Horse of the Year.

“We are also finding that people are doing their buying
based on statistics and we are sitting on 22.5% of
runners to stakes performers, so when we are doing
only 10 yearlings every year you know two are going to
compete at the top level.”

In between those racecourse triumphs Libby and
Sam’s draft of nine to the New Zealand Bloodstock

This climb to the heights has all come about from Libby being, as she says, “horse mad “for as long (to p6)
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LOT 204 CPYS
Flame Lilly
bay filly by Oratorio

A half-sister to Gr1
winner Guiness.
“A very correct filly,
well made with a
good hind quarter
and leg.” Gary Jolliffe

Turffontein Selections, Thursday
WITH three lower-division fillies handicaps on
tonight’s Turffies programme, we can be sure of a few
bombs dropping. Load the P/A. Value (E/W) in Red.
Race 1: (3) Fire and Rescue (7) African Rock (10)
Lumber Jackaroo (8) Binky
Race 2: (1) Dancing Queen (3) Casual Wear (7) Elbi
(6) Cop Shop
Race 3: (5) Ever Fair (16) Saucy Broad (4) Midnight
In Paris (14) African Daisy
Race 4: (5) Powered Beauty (4) Earth Sky (2) Wondrous Climber (7) King’s Cup
Race 5: (2) Cash Time (1) Noble Secret (9) Samurai
Warrior (7) Come The Day
Race 6: (11) Cantata Mundi (8) Regal Girl (9) Live In
Love (10) African Sunbird
Race 7: (8) Musette (5) Mattina (4) Kissmeinmydreams (12) Emily Hobhouse
Race 8: (8) Phillydelphia (5) Coyote Girl (15) Fly North
(14) Fictitious

BETTER late than never! Michael “Muis” Roberts was
inducted into the South African Hall Of Fame almost
30 years after lifting the UK Jockeys Title which was
the cherry on top of his other wonderful achievements. Brett Crawford posed for a pic with the legend.
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Avontuur’s yearlings are raised by proven recipe
THE always innovative Pippa Mickleburgh of Avontuur Stud chuckles at being asked, “what’s new at
Avontuur” ahead of next week’s Cape Premier Yearling Sale.
She remarked: “Our recipe stays the same – peace,
tranquillity and space for our horses. And our pastures
are always green, we’ve had excellent fresh water
management through the drought.”

x Peepshow), the first foal of a decent, stakes-winning
mare. “He has fantastic size and substance for a first
foal, which must come from the Ideal World/Fort Wood
cross in his female line.”

Avontuur has an excellent, 11-yearling draft at CPYS
and Mickleburgh provided notes on all of them.

Lot 152 is Delta Queen, by VAR from the champion
race mare and international performer River Jetez.
“What can I say about this one, it’s a question of picking your own adjectives. She’s beautiful with a kind
temperament, she just has it all,” she enthused.

They’re off the mark early with Lot 2, Bequest, by
Oratorio and she said: “I normally like a later start,
after the buyers have settled down, but Bequest does
come up after Legal Eagle’s full-sister (Lot 1), so we’ll
take our chances. She’s an athletic filly, quite
feminine, should race early.”

“What can I say about this one (Lot
152), it’s a question of picking
your own adjectives!”

Lot 31 is Southern Charm whose dam Count The Cash
needed an upgrade on size and substance and to that
end was sent to Flower Alley. “We got the foal we
wanted, a strapping, high quality filly.”
Lot 88 is Pray For Rain, representing the sought after
National Assembly/Storm Cat cross. He’s a smart colt
by Soft Falling Rain and the VAR Mare Kitco, speed on
speed from the immediate family of Princess Victoria,
Princess Royal and Cup of Grace.

Storm Chaser (Lot 168) is a son of What A Winter and
Sea Of Calm (Quiet American). “He’s a medium-sized
yearling but he’s nice, we like him.”

Spree (Lot 214), is a daughter of Philanthropist and
Valeta (VAR) a full-sister to the stakes winner She’s A
Giver and grey, like her sister. “She gets the grey from
her grandam, the top race mare Sarabande. We normally keep the fillies from that line so this is a rare
commodity, an opportunity for owners and breeders.”

Tempting Fate (Lot 116), is described as “absolutely
awesome”. He’s a son of Master Of My Fate and the
speedy Gr3 Tommy Hotspur winner Miss October, who
had few peers over 1000m when she was at her peak.
“He’s good-boned, big and strong, wonderful to look
at,” said Mickleburgh.

Lot 206 is a powerful, short-cannoned son of VAR and
Torra Bay named Camps Bay, who is, according to
Mickleburgh, a splitting image of the farm’s hugely
successful resident stallion.

Silvano’s daughter Zanetto (Lot 119) was born from
Muamba, a half-sister to Mambo Mime who has
already produced two promising winners from three
runners. “She’s a tall, scopy filly that will need a bit of
time, but being by Silvano she’s an investment
opportunity.”

There was an earlier report on Avenir (Lot 215),
Mickleburg’s entry into a competition for best-looking
Futura yearling last year and the one that closes the
Avontuur draft. “He’s big and strong, looks like his
dad, a smart colt!” - tt.

Next up, Lot 133, the well-named colt Voyeur (VAR x
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LOT 45 CPYS
Bay filly by VAR

Half sister to GO INDIGO
(8 wins incl. Gauteng
Fillies Guineas Gr 2 and
the Three Troikas Stakes
Gr 3)
Full sister to TAR HEEL
(4 wins incl. Kenilworth
Somerset Plate L ,
4th Kenilworth Cape Of
Good Hope Nursery Gr3)

LIBBY AND SAM BLEAKLY (fm p1)

the horse and communicating with them and coming
to know them that way. When you were riding them
there was a bit of distance between you and the
horse because of the gear on them, but it is face-toface in the stables.”

as she can remember. “I’ve always said I was born
with the passion for horses, not into the horse game,”
said Libby, who grew up in the small town of Martinborough, situated 65km east of Wellington. “We couldn’t afford to have a pony, but there was a horse across
the road and I spent countless hours patting him.”

After a while Libby felt she needed a break from the
horses and that she should expand her horizons,
which led to a move across the Tasman to Sydney,
where she found employment with Channel 10. “I did
public relations and marketing at Channel 10. Being
at Channel 10 taught me people skills, it taught me
about marketing and presentation, so it was really,
really valuable for me, but I found I was missing the
horses terribly.”

When she was eleven an opening for Libby to become
more actively involved arrived after she had written a
“horse mad” story while at Martinborough primary.
“My teacher said the story was so good I was taken to
the principal’s officer to receive a gold star and a pat
on the head, as you did then.”

In 2001 Massey University, at Palmerston North, had
revised its veterinary courses, and then 20-year-old
Libby found this so appealing so she enrolled for
equine studies.

Her mother, Kate Ferguson, being an associate teacher at the school, knew the principal “quite well”. “While
we were in the principal’s office he offered to take us
to the old Newbury Park at Palmerston North one
weekend to have a look.
“That was an invitation I was never going to turn down.
I was introduced to Jeff and Jan Linds, who operated
the place then, and from that time I was on a bus
nearly every Friday after school and during the holidays to help out at Newbury. It was where I cut my
teeth in the racing stables with Gary Barlow.

“I majored in equine,” she said. “I worked every
minute of the night and day, which obviously you
have to do, because besides studying you have to pay
the bills. Luckily for me I was able to find work with
Noel Eales, the master trainer, and I reckon that’s
where I learned my best skills, as far as talking and
listening to the horse are concerned.

While she rode some track work at Newbury Park Libby
found she really enjoyed being in the stables more
than she did being in the saddle. “I preferred being on
the ground and being eye-to-eye, heart-to-heart with

Near the end of her studies another “golden”
opportunity opened up when she had an invaluable
eight weeks of work experience with the highly respected veterinarian Dr John O’Brien at (to page 11)
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1992

Divine Master was in the right
place at the right time!

LATEST SUN MET BETTING
Here are Betting World's latest odds on the R5million Sun Met, 26 January:

THE 1992 J&B Met was run on 25 January, just two
months ahead of a referendum on the ending of
Apartheid, announced by State President Frikkie de
Klerk. Olympic champion swimmer Chad Le Clos was
born and Western Cape Racing switched to an 087
premium rate service for all their racing information,
charged at R6 per minute.

1-1 Do It Again
35-10 (33-10) (35-10) (9-2) Rainbow Bridge
7-1 (8-1) (15-2) Oh Susanna
10-1 (11-1) 12-1) Head Honcho
14-1 (18-1) Legal Eagle (16-1, 18-1) Made To
Conquer
16-1 (18-1) Undercover Agent
20-1 (55-1) Doublemint
25-1 (33-1) Kampala Campari (40-1) Tap O’Noth
33-1 Eyes Wide Open
80-1 Milton
100-1 Hat Puntano

Jeff Lloyd was engaged for Divine Master on request
of trainer Peter Kannemeyer, who didn’t get
confirmation of Lloyd’s booking until late.

“I knew Lloyd would suit him,” Kannemeyer said.
“Divine Master was a good handicapper, a solid top
division horse but no true star. But he’d improved to
reach his very best in the weeks leading to the race.
“He had an excellent prep. Garth Puller would ride
him and report how much he’d improved from the
previous week. A few days later Karl Neisius would
get on and say the same. My patrons backed the
horse from 20-1 into 14-1, through 10s and into 8-1.

NO SERIOUS RACING INDUSTRY
PLAYER CAN GO WITHOUT IT

“The race unfolded as we expected and Divine Master
won, beating the 5-2 favourite Flaming Rock (Karl
Neisius) and Brief Affaire (Stephen Jupp). He had two
July winners Spanish Galliard and Illustrador behind
him. He wasn’t near as talented, it was simply a case
of the right race at precisely the right time!” - tt.
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Fun on the racetracks and a return on investments!

SEE OUR TOP CLASS CPYS OFFERINGS HERE

US racing fans feel snubbed by CNN’s list
CNN has published a list of what they deem to be “the world’s
most beautiful racecourses”, with Dubai’s Meydan heading the list
ahead of St Moritz (Switzerland).
While English favourites like Goodwood and Ascot appear on the
list, it doesn’t contain a single United States course.
“You have to start with the view offered by Santa Anita Park, which
sits not far from the San Gabriel Mountains,” offered
Americasbestracing in their editorial comment.
“If that's not cutting it for you, consider the gem that is Keeneland,
which opens at just the right time of year to catch the finest days
of spring and all the fall colours.”

MEYDAN is tops, says CNN.

Since CNN are the undisputed masters of fake news, nobody
could confirm the authenticity of the list. No South African tracks
made the Top 10, and reportedly Flamingo Park was not considered. But who knows what to believe? The CNN Top 10 below:
1) Meydan (Dubai)
2) St. Moritz (Switzerland)
3) Flemington Racecourse (Australia)
4) Piazza del Campo (Italy)
5) Happy Valley (Hong Kong)
6) Ascot (England)
7) Chantilly (France)
8) Laytown Races (Ireland)
9) Goodwood (England)
10) Cheltenham (England)

THE notorious fake news service snubbed
their own Santa Anita Park in favour of
several others.
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LIBBY AND SAM BLEAKLY (fm p 6)
his Newmarket Lodge at Palmerston North. “Part of my
studies required me to do yearling preparations, which
I hadn’t really done apart from a brief time at Newbury,” she said. “I don’t think I knew there was even
such a thing as yearling sales.
After obtaining her degree Libby started at Newmarket
Lodge in a blaze of reflected glory with the first draft of
yearlings prepared by her for Dr John O’Brien in 2004
including Gallions Reach.
Over the years since Libby and John have retained a
close connection and he has been the farm’s reproductive vet since Highden Park was established. “We
have had a very good relationship for such a long
time” she said. “John is a key part of our team.”
Her days at Newmarket Lodge ended towards the end
of 2006 when Libby was chosen to undertake the Sunline Scholarship, which is sponsored by New Zealand
Thoroughbred Breeders. “I felt I had nothing to lose by
applying and was successful. I wouldn’t be where I am
now if it hadn’t been for doing the scholarship.”
Initially Libby went to Coolmore at Fethard in County
Tipperary in an era when Sadler’s Wells and Montjeu
were holding court and High Chaparral was standing
his first season. “It was pretty cool and a real eyeopener. While I was there I did some time in the walkin unit, which was good because the Coolmore barns
are going around the clock. It has become part of what
we now do at Highden.”
From Coolmore Libby went to Darley’s Dalham Hall
Stud at Newmarket, followed by a spell at Vinery in
Lexington, Kentucky, where she worked in the
rehabilitation unit.
“It was mind-blowing and sharpened my need for wanting to prepare horses and to feel the buzz that comes
from selling. I knew that’s what I wanted to do going
forward.”
With her curriculum vitae being continually upgraded,
Libby was approached by Wellfield Lodge, which was in
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the process of establishing a stud at Manawatu, when
she arrived back in New Zealand. It was during her
stay at Wellfield that Libby met Sam while she having
a “weekend away” at Taupo.
“Sam was a mechanic, who was into fixing racing cars
and driving them. He had hardly heard of the racing
industry and hadn’t been to a race meeting. Sam was
thrown in the deep end right away and he has
adapted very well,” Libby told.
Libby and Sam were married in February 2010; in the
August they bought Highden Park and in September
they launched the business. “When we started the
business we didn’t have a single owner, but with our
work ethic we were confident we could be successful.”
Their plans received a vital injection within a week of
the purchase when bloodstock agent Adrian Clark
rang and arranged for 12 mares owned by Greg Tomlinson’s Nearco Stud to agist on the property.
Beauty Generation, who is from Stylish Bel, by Bel
Esprit, was sold for $NZ60,000 on behalf of Nearco
out of Highden Park’s draft to the NZB Select Yearling
sale. After racing successfully in Australia he was sold
to another of John Moore’s owners.
A year after Beauty Generation went through the ring
Highden Park’s draft included a colt by Nom de Jeu
from the Encosta de Lago mare Vicky, who was
passed in for $40,000 before being exported to Hong
Kong where racing as Ping Hai Star he won the Derby.
As a result of all these successes the dynamics of
Highden Park have begun to change. In more recent
times Libby and Sam have restricted the business to
established clients and have found that the quality of
bloodstock they are handling has improved
“phenomenally”.
“With the yearlings we have been preparing we have
found, over the past three of four years that we’ve had
all the horses we’ve wanted on the farm, which has
been nice,” Libby said. “It has been lovely that everyone is having a turn at success.” - bluebloods.com.au
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Close to a Triple Dead-Heat!

AT first glance this looks like a Triple Dead-Heat (if that’s a
correct expression) - but although there is a third horse
obscured in the photo, the pic reflects a mirror image and a
dead-heat was called in Race 3 at Lingfield yesterday between
(3) Florencia (nearest camera) and (8) Highlands Acclaim
(hooped cap). Sandwiched between them is the red cap of
(7) Critical Thinking.

Too much white on this colt foal?

THOROUGHBRED Silvery Moon, a rare overo (patterns of
white over dark) horse, recently sired his first foal, a colt who
has been registered as “Colored” by Wetherbys, seen on this
pic with his dad. Imagine a foal like this being born in South
Africa! You’ll have everyone from the EFF to the BLF to Auntie
Patty De Lille crying racism, or an abundance of white over
brown? Nee, bliksem, jong!
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